Brandon Haugen Presents

IS PDF A VICTIM OF

ITS OWN SUCCESS?

Why we are here?
PDF
• Celebrating its 24th anniversary this year
• Initial release June 15, 1993
• Has a number of competitors
Datalogics, Inc.
• Working with Adobe and PDF since 1998
• Active member of the PDF Association
• Our CTO is the Chairman
• Tools for developers to integrate PDF into their applications
• Celebrating its 50th anniversary this year

Who am I & Why am I here?
• Brandon Haugen, Product Manager at Datalogics
• Eight years working with PDF technologies
• Software Engineer
• Product Management
• Adobe Acrobat Certified Expert
• Share my PDF knowledge with you!

PDF's Original Intent

Project Camelot
… provide a collection of utilities, applications, and system

software so that a corporation can effectively capture
documents from any application, send electronic versions of
these documents anywhere, and view and print these

documents on any machines.

- John Warnock, Spring,1991
https://blogs.adobe.com/acrobat/files/2013/09/Camelot.pdf

Presenter Notes

PDF grew out of
“Project Camelot”.

What it became…
With PDF, you can capture the original look and feel of a document,
including all the fonts, images, graphics, and formatting of the original
application file. Yet, unlike the original application file, PDF files are
compact and platform-independent, and can be shared, viewed and

printed by anyone with free reading software.

Promises made by PDF
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Because of these
promises, PDF has
been widely adopted.

Interoperability

PDF
Reliability

Portability

Presenter Notes

PDFs are everywhere!

It is hard to find other
examples of an idea
that have been
brought to life that
has been so
universally accepted
like the PDF. And
because of that
success and
universal acceptance,
new problems have
been created.

Statistics

17%
of files in Box are
PDF documents

1.6 billion PDF documents on the web
2.5 trillion

18 billion

PDF documents created each year

PDF documents in Dropbox

73 million

50%
files stored in
the cloud that
are now PDFs

new PDF documents saved each day in Google Drive and Mail

https://www.pdfa.org/pdf-in-2016-broader-deeper-richer/
Presentation from the PDF Technical Conference in October of 2015 by Phil Ydens
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The PDF was so
successful that you
would be hardpressed to find
software that does
not create/support a
PDF today.
But - a word of
caution about
jumping onto the PDF
bandwagon: many
people have different
experiences with
PDFs.
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Experiences with
PDF Vary Greatly

PDFs are everywhere
and we all interact with
them in unique ways.
At Datalogics, we
create tools for
developers to work
with PDFs. However,
my experience is
extremely different
when working with
PDFs than my sister
who is an elementary
school teacher (an end
user). Your
experiences are
different from mine,
and are probably
different from the
person sitting next to
you.
Many people are under
the impression that
PDFs “just work.”
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“It just works.”

When I started
working at Datalogics
I had no idea what I
was getting into.
Fresh out of college, I
hadn’t thought much
about what it really
takes to define and
support a file format
before. Sure, I was
majoring in computer
science, but I had
never run into any
issues with PDF
before. I always
assumed that PDFs
would just work.
Once I got into
working more closely
with PDFs, my whole
perspective changed.
PDF users all think
that it should just
work, but that is not
always the case.

Error message received
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This is an example of
the frustration that
some PDF users
often encounter.
The PDF reader is
just simply unable to
open your PDF
document.

The “please wait” never goes away!

This isn’t the experience the PDF
creators promised

Presenter Notes
Anytime I see this “error
message” when I open a PDF
that a customer has sent us, I
cringe.
How many of you have seen this
screen before? This is my
favorite example of how even
Adobe Reader is not able to
support all PDF features and
suggests that you update it, even
though it is already running the
latest version.
This specific issue was caused
by a missing font pack that is not
included by default with Adobe
Reader. However, the document
does open correctly in Adobe
Acrobat so we will cut Adobe
some slack for “partial support”.
This is certainly not the
experience a user should get
because this “error” screen never
goes away.
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What happened to reliability,
interoperability, and portability?

One would expect
PDF reliability,
interoperability and
portability to simply
just work all the time,
but as we’ve seen,
that is often not the
case.

How has PDF Been
Victimized by its Success?

1

Poor creation tools

2

Everything has a PDF viewer

3

Multiple ways to achieve the same goal

4

Standards confusion
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My manager once told me how she had
“created” PDFs in the past. Her end goal
was to create a document that included
many pieces, each individually added.
She took content from WordPress, Excel,
several existing PDFs, Quark files (among
other sources), and ended up with a final
document that looked good to her.

Just because it
looks right does
not mean it is right

Her goal was simply to create a PDF
document that “looked right”; she wasn’t
concerned with the accessibility of the
information in the document, either to
humans or computers. She wasn’t
concerned with how the PDF would be
indexed by document management
systems. All she cared about was putting
various sources of information together in
one document and to be able to share it
with her team. She was happy as long as
it looked acceptable.

For our purposes, we ARE concerned with
creating, storing, OCRing, searching,
optimizing, and using the information
within the PDF. Having to work with such
files can reek havoc on a PDF’s lifecycle
and usefulness.

Emphasis on visual representation
“As long as it looks correct, that’s all that matters”
Symptoms we see:
• Instead of using bold, draw the same text “n”
number of times

• Draw paths instead of using “show text”
operators
• Converting everything to images

Presenter Notes
As I illustrated earlier, as long
as the document looked correct,
my manager was happy with
the PDF. This perspective on
the creation of PDFs and
focusing solely on the visual
output negatively impacts those
who exist further on in the
lifecycle of that document.
These issues present
themselves when trying to
inspect/extract information from
the PDF, having to resort to
using OCR or other tools to
access the content. Even with
these tools to augment the
problems, human inspection
may also be needed as well.
With so many PDF creation
tools available, just about
everyone can create a PDF. If
how the document looks is the
primary focus for the creation
tool, then a whole slew of
issues are potentially created.

1

POOR CREATION TOOLS

Content storage in PDF
• Referred to as “Content Streams” - PDFs have
pages, and pages have content. The content is
stored in a PDF as a stream
• The ordering of content in PDF is not the same
as what is displayed on screen

• Not required to have information about
structure of content
• So what happens to the actual PDF when it’s
made with a poor creation utility?
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To understand what a
“poor” creation tool is,
though, you need to
understand a little bit
more about the file
format itself.

A problem created by a poor creation tool
Presenter Notes

Text that was
extracted from a PDF
written out as a text
file incorrectly and
viewed in Atom on
macOS.

Another problem created by a poor creation tool
Presenter Notes

Some PDF creation
tools rely on the PDF
viewing application to
display annotations if
no appearance for
the annotation was
defined.
On the left, we have
a PDF opened in
Adobe Acrobat and
on the right is the
same PDF opened in
Microsoft Edge
You can clearly see
that the highlighting is
missing in the PDF
on the right.

This file is missing highlighting Microsoft Edge does not know how to
generate appearances for annotations

2
EVERYTHING HAS A PDF VIEWER

Over 15 million results for “pdf viewer”
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You get over 15
millions results when
you Google “PDF
Viewer.” While there
may not be 15 million
PDF viewers in the
market, there are a
definitely a large
number of viewers
available.

Even large companies get it wrong
It pains me to say this, speaking as the co-author of "Take
Control of Preview," but I have to recommend that Sierra users
avoid using Preview to edit PDF documents until Apple
fixes these bugs. If editing a PDF in Preview is unavoidable,
be sure to work only on a copy of the file and retain the original

in case editing introduces corruption of any sort.

- Adam Engst of TidBITS
(e-newsletter and website focused on Apple Computer and Macintosh-related topics)
http://www.macrumors.com/2017/01/03/macos-sierra-users-avoid-broken-preview-edit-pdfs/
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Let’s look at a recent
issue that macOS
had; while temporary,
they are issues that
have caused real
problems for users.

And it doesn’t just impact end users
Apple wants to use a common foundation for both iOS and macOS. However,
it was released way too early, and for the first time (at least in my experience)
Apple deprecated several features without caring about compatibility. And to
make things worse, lots of former features are now broken or not implemented
at all, meaning that we had to add lots of workarounds or implement stuff on
our own. And there’s still work left to be done.

- Christian Grunenberg of DEVONthink
(document and knowledge management app for the Mac)
http://www.macrumors.com/2017/01/03/macos-sierra-users-avoid-broken-preview-edit-pdfs/
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Some of these
problems are caused
by the standard that
defines PDF and how
open it is to
interpretation.

3

MULTIPLE WAYS TO
ACHIEVE THE SAME GOAL
Presenter
Notes

As Adobe grew, PDF also grew. Adobe’s growth directly impacted PDF in that some of the Adobe acquisitions brought
technology that was integrated into the standard. This led to there being multiple ways to achieve the same end goal for
PDFs, and created chaos.

Form Issues: Example #1

Different ways to create forms
AcroForms
• PDF based syntax

XFA Forms
• Does not use PDF syntax
• Comes in two different types
• Static XFA
• Dynamic XFA
• Not widely supported by PDF viewing
applications, popular in common
authoring tools for PDF
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Let’s look at several form examples:
- AcroForms vs XFA forms
- Static XFA vs Dynamic XFA
AcroForms and XFA forms are very different in the
results they deliver. AcroForms are the original PDF
forms technology, first introduced in 1998. AcroForms
accept input in both Forms Data Format (FDF) and
XML Forms Data Format (xFDF). Many 3rd party
vendors support AcroForms.
Adobe’s 2003 acquisition of Accelio brought that
company’s XFA forms technology to Adobe and it was
made available via Acrobat LiveCycle Designer. XFA
forms are inherently XML rather than PDF, and are
incompatible with conventional PDF files. XFA forms
“break” Adobe’s Acrobat software, in the sense that
Acrobat cannot be used to modify a LiveCycle
Designer-created document. XFA forms are not yet
fully supported by third party PDF viewers’ vendors.
The single advantage of XFA was that it enabled
users to create forms that had fields that could grow
and change the layout of the PDF as needed.

So what does this mean? Most viewers only support
AcroForms, while Adobe’s technology supports
creating both types of forms. As such, it fails the
original promise of what the PDF was meant to serve.

Form Issues: Example #2

A basic PDF form with a barcode

Presenter Notes

This example is
shown in Acrobat DC.
Acrobat Reader DC
also renders the
same result.

Same PDF, opened in macOS Preview
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In this example, you
can see that the text
field data above
should be integrated
in a rendered
barcode below.
However, the
barcode does not
render and is
displayed as text data
instead.

Same PDF, opened in another PDF reader
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These are supposed
to be form fields,
though they don’t
show up as such.
The other PDF
reader does not
support forms on
macOS (forms are
only supported on
Windows).

Form Issues: Example #3

Which digital signature do you mean?
Translation of a paper-based workflow to digital
workflow (“wet-ink”)

• Provides an image of a real signature
Public/Private Key
• Provides ability to validate credentials used to sign
a PDF
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Another form issue is
the digital signature.
Digital signatures are
also impacted by
what is allowed,
permitted and legally
binding in different
countries.

4

STANDARDS CONFUSION

Standards confusion
•PDF/A (archive)
•PDF/E (engineering)
•PDF/UA (universal accessibility)
•PDF/VT (commercial printing)
•PDF/X (graphics/print)
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Multiple standards,
interaction between
standards, conflation
of the purpose of
each standard and
complications of the
standards offers
additional challenges
to the PDF. Which
one do I conform to?
Which one does the
next creation tool
conform to? How
about the one after
that? Doesn’t seem
so bad, since there
are only 5, but
depending on the
intent of a
document’s lifecycle,
this could be a real
game changer. And
for a number of
these, there are
multiple variants that
differ slightly.

Standards for accessibility
•PDF/A
•PDF/UA
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For example, the
FDA requires that all
documents submitted
for new drug reviews
are PDF/A compliant.
But there are other
places that PDF/UA
is required. PDF/A
and PDF/UA both
support accessibility
in some way and it is
not clear on how they
play together.
So as I develop
workflows for my
PDFs, what standard
do I want to/need to
comply with, now and
in the future?

Standards for archiving
•PDF/A
•PDF/E
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Archiving engineering
diagrams, should it
be PDF/A or PDF/E?
Which standard
supersedes which?

PDF HAS been
a victim of its
own success!

Interoperability

PDF
Reliability

Portability

But, it doesn’t need to be that way anymore!

Where is PDF Headed Next?

ISO 32000-2 (PDF 2.0)
Revised standards intended to improve clarity for everyone
• Could be published as early as April 2017
• Clarification of ambiguities in the previous version, ISO 32000-1
• “Platform” for future PDF work to be built on top of
Deprecation of features that did not belong
• XFA Forms
• Annotations relying on viewers to generate appearances
Strengthening of existing features
• Updates to supported encryption technologies
• Define relationships between embedded files
• More standard structure elements and attributes

Choosing the Right PDF Solution Vendor

Your vendor should…

Conform to the ISO standards
• Standards are standards for a reason
• Conforming to standards helps support the promises originally offered
• Interoperability
• Portable documents

• Reliable interchange
• Offer support for more than just the basic PDF standard
• Regulated industries continue to require more specialized versions of
PDF, like PDF/A (archive) or PDF/X (graphics/print)

Your vendor should…

Be active in the PDF community
• Not enough to just conform to the standards
• Vendors should be advocates of their users in the broader PDF
community

• Help move PDF forward so it continues to solve new problems
businesses face
• Do not harm current users by focusing on new use cases and
ignoring the needs of current users

Your vendor should…

Provide flexible solutions
Vendors should enable users to solve their problems effectively
• intuitive to implement solutions for common problems
• simple to implement solutions for difficult problems

• hard to implement the wrong solution
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To be flexible, you
need to have
freedom to do things
the creators didn’t
envision you doing. It
should be hard to do
the wrong thing
though; for example,
manipulating PDFs at
a low level should be
possible but it should
still not be possible
to do things that
violate the
specification.

Any Questions?
www.datalogics.com | http://blogs.datalogics.com | http://dev.datalogics.com

Connect with us!

sales@datalogics.com
312.853.8200

